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PennyTalks (PT)
The personal digital voice labeler 

with speech supported user  
instructions and real-time backup.

Quick guide:
Put a self-adhesive label to whatever you would 
like to memorize.

Hold the sensor to the label and record your 
own voice memo in PT.

Playback your voice memo by holding the  
sensor of PT to the pre-recorded label.
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Front                                           Back Memory card is
underneath the batteries:

PT is equipped with a 
removable memory card 
where all your memos 
are stored.This is an 
automatic backup of all 
your memos in case of
    any damage to the
         product.

How to set the language of the
speech supported user 

instructions:

PennyTalks holds 12 pre-stored language modes 
for the speech supported user instructions.

A chime signal mode support function is
available as well.

1. Press and hold the On/Off key for 3 seconds.

2. Touch to any of the languages available on  
 the language setting chart with the sensor.

3. PT reports choosen language and which is  
 now selected.

Switch on/switch off:

Insert the batteries. Press and hold the on/off 
button for 3 seconds. The speech support reports  
if PT is in an off or on mode.

If PT is left without any activity for more than 
60 seconds, it will automaticly switch off.

To record a label memo:

1. Touch the label with the sensor until PT  
 reports ”This is a new label”. 
2. Press and hold any of the + or – buttons until  
 PT commands ”Start recording”. 
3. Keep holding the button and record your memo. 
4. When recording is done, release the button. 
5. Your memo is now stored and PT reports 
 ”Recording is done”

Volume: 

Press any of the + or – keys to raise or to lowen 
the  volume.

Playback:

Hold the sensor to the label. PT now reports 
your recorded memo.

Erase a recorded label memo:

1. Touch the label with the sensor.

2. PT starts to report your pre-recorded memo

3. Press and hold BOTH  + and – keys until 
 PT reports ”Erased”.

Actual label is now ready to be re-recorded.

Included in the box:
Alkaline batteries (not chargeable)

USB cable

Lanyard

Earphone

Self-adhesive tactile labels

Soft self-adhesive labels for clothing, 
safe to wash and to tumble dry.

Language setting chart

Technical specifications:
Batteries: Type AAA  max 1.5 V

USB connection

Standard Memory size: up to 2700 memos

Optional memory size:  up to 90000 memos


